A Guide to a 40 Days of Purpose Campaign
How to Use: This is a simple, fun, and easy fundraising and awareness campaign that can work for individuals
or families. Use it during Lent or for at any time for 40 consecutive days of the year. You can offer your
congregants one or both of the below options. The goal is for each household or group to raise $10-$80 for
Habitat, while they count their own blessings and are blessings to others during the 40 days.
Each family or group should receive the calendar/s and a Habitat House Bank or designated envelope (one
per) at the beginning of the 40 days. Encourage them each week in newsletters, announcements, and
bulletins to use the calendar every day as a way to put aside some time for God. Congregations should be
reminded that the donations will be collected on the last Sunday in the church offering and then the church
will donate it in one chunk to Habitat for Humanity of San Antonio to help a local family buy an affordable
home. Your Faith Relations Associate is available to help you personalize this campaign, put together
announcements and reminders, and visit your congregation.
Lent Household Giving Calendar: This calendar is designed for an individual or a family to use for 40
consecutive days. Each day designates a part of a home to be grateful for and a contribution to make in a
Habitat House Bank or envelope based on their home. It encourages each household to take time out each
day to come together and focus on one element of the home and what a blessing it is. Depending on the
household, this can raise $10-$50. Use this file to print or publish.
40 Days of Prayer & Service: This calendar has a task or prayer to do each day to help us appreciate the
relationships in our lives and to be grateful for the blessings that we may take for granted daily.
This asks for daily donation depending on if they completed the task or not. This can raise $40-$80 per
household or individual. Use this file to print or publish
For More Resources: including adult and youth bible studies, prayers, VBS programs and more, please check
out our web page at www.HabitatSA.org/learn/resource-center/ or contact Trisch Moy at
FaithRelations@HabitatSA.org or call 210-223-5203 x 148

